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Rap music thrives on misogyny. Sure, there are genres within rap that are far from that

and focus on love, struggle, and the occasional partying, however, there’s genres that only focus

on downplaying women. Male rappers place women in their videos and lyrics to suggest that

they should only be used as objects, both sexually and emotionally. This type of rap thrives on

explicit messages such as sex, strip clubs, and some on sexual assault against women. Many

artists integrated that message into their lyrics mainly shown in music videos, and at a certain

point, the controversial topics were normalized and spread throughout popular media, as well as

mistreatment towards famous women in the industry that was hidden behind the scenes for years.

Misogyny in rap affects society due to the negative portrayal of women, how that impacts men’s

opinions of the opposite sex, the normalization of bashing female rappers, and the positive

portrayal of women expressed by the women themselves.

To begin, misogyny in rap music affects society when women are portrayed as the sexual

object or the ‘villain’, hence the negative portrayal that is pushed onto society. In many lyrics,

rappers describe women with aggressively sexual words and implications with negative

connotations. A few examples such as Chief Keef’s “You” (2013), “You ain't gonna let me f*ck

you and I feel you / But you gone suck my d*ck, or I'll kill you.", promoting harassment and the

making of threats to get what he wants. Although lyrics like that are very concerning, Keef

doesn’t directly respond to the misogyny, unlike Danny Brown who used the word in his song

“Outer Space” (2011) in this self aware lyric, “Love a feminist b*tch, oh, it get my dick hard / So

no apologies for all the misogyny." Raising many more concerns as one realizes that these artists

are very aware of what they are doing and what message they are choosing to send out. The

women in these lyrics are clearly being targeted and at times are painted as the villain because
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they either decline a man’s advances or because they choose to sexualize themselves rather than

letting a man do it for them.

Because of the negative use of women in rap songs and their messages, many are bound

to be influenced by that particular message. Whether it be music, tv shows, movies, or books,

people start practicing ideals and mannerisms based on that certain subject. That is no different

for people who live and breathe rap music, especially the younger population of kids. Men and

younger boys are affected by the portrayal of women in rap because they are encouraged to

mistreat women, mimicking what they are taught in rap songs and videos. Ishikasachdeva (2020)

states,  “Research indicates that an overall desire to be part of a popular group, such as rap

music, can override young people’s concerns or questions about the negative messages.”(p. 1).

This illustrates that rap music has a big effect on a young person’s mind whether they are

concerned with what is being explained in these rap songs or questions of what certain rap lyrics

mean. Rap music then allows kids to act on bad thoughts and behavior through physical and

mental aspects such as harassment, manipulation, physical fights, and resorting to unhealthy

coping mechanisms. And of course, the violence pressed on women. It’s clear that men think it's

okay to apply certain advances on women, some resort to rape as some songs implicate that it’s

completely fine. Bizarre's song “Amityville” (2000) contains lyrics that are very disturbing, “my

little sister's birthday / She'll remember me / For a gift I had ten of my boys take her virginity.”

Not only is this an implication towards rape but it’s also incestual, all of which are the peak of

how deep the disrespect for women and young girls run.

Due to the encouragement of male rappers towards younger boys, female rappers are

often bashed in the music industry by men influenced by a rapper’s misogynistic message. When

a female rapper begins to gain more popularity, it’s shown to only be in association with male
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rappers instead of being regarded individually. Stokes (2020) talks about the female rappers in

her article, stating “..those ladies only gained the opportunity to shine because of their position in

proximity to men as props rather than independent successful artists.” (p. 1). The artists Stokes

refers to are only included in the hip hop videos and music as sex objects, degrading the

women’s stance as artists and only as sidekicks to the man’s hero. So when a female rapper in

today’s world becomes popular, they aren’t taken as seriously as say a young male rapper trying

to make it into the business. With that being said, women usually have to prove themselves to the

industry, and they do it by either creating music talking about their own experiences growing up

as a girl and what they’ve been through after getting shunned by many producers and the higher

ups. Or they exploit themselves in hopes of gaining fame. Either way, those female rappers have

to fight their way to the top, and at times have to ignore certain advances made towards them and

accept mistreatment from their male managers and producers. An example of this is rapper

Roxanne Shante’s experience with the managerial department, “Ms. Shante was mistreated by

managers and other men in the music industry and proved unable to release an album for five

years,” (Fretts, 2018, p.1). Because of Shante’s status as the ‘First Female Rapper’, she was

bound to get hated on due to the denial men exuded when she gained fame. It also represents this

idea that men only listen to male rap artists because listening to women is too ‘girly’, which is

the epitome of the effect misogyny in rap has towards society. In the article from Popdust,

Spotify released some statistics that show how little men listen to female artists in general, only

3.3 percent of female artists compared to the 94.2 percent of male artists (Caruso, 2019). It

demonstrates how women aren’t allowed much recognition as men do and that may not

necessarily be anyone’s fault, however, one has to look back at the history of the music industry
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and how morals were twisted for entertainment, that being the oversexualization and the negative

exploitation of women.

Even after being put down by the male dominated industry and the refusal of support

coming from the male population, women are taking back what's theirs and instead creating a

safe haven. Rappers like Cardi B and Lil Kim are taking women empowerment to the next level

and are expressing themselves however they want to. The ‘villain’ status that was placed on

women by men, is now being used in a positive regard. Cardi B’s “WAP” contains lyrics and

imagery that aren’t exactly PG, however, male artists have been doing this for years before any

female did it for herself. No one bat an eye when men were the ones exploiting women but when

“WAP” was released, everyone and their mother were criticizing Cardi B for being too forward

or too sexual, showing the double standards that society has. Other women, however, were

applauding her due to her courage of taking back what’s rightfully hers, and every woman for

that matter. Cardi B and Megan thee Stallion were expressing healthy acts of what they do as

grown women, lyrics like “there's some whores in this house” (Cardi B, 2020), indicate their

willingness to call themselves a ‘whore’ owning up to their acts and embracing what they are.

Although the song itself is ironic, there is no denial that these women are imitating what male

rappers did years before them and showing the industry that they can do it too. A second

example is Lil Kim, a rapper who embraces her sexuality and is able to express who she is

without worry of what is said about her. In the article from the Thought Catalog, Donahue (2011)

argues that she [Lil Kim] knows her exploitation brings popularity and the usage of misogyny is

apparent in her songs and videos..“but instead of using the attention to bring attention to sexism,

they’ve embraced it, singing the age-old, chauvinist song..” (p. 1). She can turn a negative

concept to a more empowered one, explaining how instead of being sexist and demeaning
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towards women, Lil Kim took it upon herself to demonstrate how ridiculous it is that men are

using her same tactics and getting praised but as a woman, she gets put down.

In conclusion, the misogynistic messages in rap songs place women in awful situations

where they are used for their bodies and aren’t taken seriously. This allows men to take

advantage of the situation and justify their actions because their favorite song said so, allowing

the encouragement to disrespect women in the business as well. There’s a reason why misogyny

exists at all in the industry. It's easy for men to express that hatred towards women, especially if

they have the power to do so through music, which shows how crucial it is to bring awareness to

such acts going on behind the scenes. Although the problematic acts towards women will still

continue, female artists are now owning what belongs to them, discarding any fear that takes

over and instead influencing other women to continue that path as well.
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